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The Making Of Haiti Saint Domingue Revolution
From Below
"The Haitian Revolution (1789-1804) was an epochal event that galvanized slaves and terrified
planters throughout the Atlantic world. Rather than view this tumultuous period solely as a
radical rupture with slavery, Malick W. Ghachem's innovative study shows that emancipation in
Haiti was also a long-term product of its colonial legal history. Ghachem takes us deep into this
volatile colonial past, digging beyond the letter of the law and vividly re-enacting such episodes
as the extraordinary prosecutionof a master for torturing and killing his slaves. This book brings
us face-to-face with the revolutionary invocation of Old Regime law by administrators seeking
stability, but also by free people of color and slaves demanding citizenship and an end to
brutality. The result is a subtle yet dramatic portrait of the strategic stakes of colonial
governance in the land that would become Haiti"--Provided by publisher.
This collection of thirteen original essays by experts in the field of Caribbean studies clarifies
the diverse elements that have shaped the modern Caribbean. Through an interdisciplinary
examination of the complexities of race, politics, language, and environment that mark the
region, the authors offer readers a thorough understanding of the Caribbean's history and
culture. The essays also comment thoughtfully on the problems that confront the Caribbean in
today's world. The essays focus on the Caribbean island and the mainland enclaves of Belize
and the Guianas. Topics examined include the Haitian Revolution of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries; labor and society in the nineteenth-century Caribbean; society and
culture in the British and French West Indies since 1870; identity, race, and black power in
Jamaica; the "February Revolution" of 1970 in Trinidad; contemporary Puerto Rico; politics,
economy, and society in twentieth-century Cuba; Spanish Caribbean politics and nationalism in
the nineteenth century; Caribbean migrations; economic history of the British Caribbean;
international relations; and nationalism, nation, and ideology in the evolution of Caribbean
literature. The authors trace the historical roots of current Caribbean difficulties and analyze
these problems in the light of economic, political, and social developments. Additionally, they
explore these conditions in relation to United States interests and project what may lie ahead
for the region. The challenges currently facing the Caribbean, note the editors, impose a heavy
burden upon political leaders who must struggle "to eliminate the tensions when the people are
so poor and their expectations so great." The contributors are Herman L. Bennett, Bridget
Brereton, David Geggus, Franklin W. Knight, Anthony P. Maingot, Jay R. Mandle, Roberto
Marquez, Teresita Martinez Vergne, Colin A. Palmer, Bonham C. Richardson, Franciso A.
Scarano, and Blanca G. Silvestrini.
Toussaint L’Ouverture was the leader of the Haitian Revolution in the late eighteenth century,
in which slaves rebelled against their masters and established the first black republic. In this
collection of his writings and speeches, former Haitian politician Jean-Bertrand Aristide
demonstrates L’Ouverture’s profound contribution to the struggle for equality.
The Haitian Revolution of 1789–1803 transformed the Caribbean's wealthiest colony into the
first independent state in Latin America, encompassed the largest slave uprising in the
Americas, and inflicted a humiliating defeat on three colonial powers. In Haitian Revolutionary
Studies, David Patrick Geggus sheds new light on this tremendous upheaval by marshaling an
unprecedented range of evidence drawn from archival research in six countries. Geggus's finegrained essays explore central issues and little-studied aspects of the conflict, including new
historiography and sources, the origins of the black rebellion, and relations between slaves and
free people of color. The contributions of vodou and marronage to the slave uprising, Toussaint
Louverture and the abolition question, the policies of the major powers toward the revolution,
and its interaction with the early French Revolution are also addressed. Questions about
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ethnicity, identity, and historical knowledge inform this essential study of a complex revolution.
Despite Haiti's proximity to the United States, and its considerable importance to our own
history, Haiti barely registered in the historic consciousness of most Americans until recently.
Those who struggled to understand Haiti's suffering in the earthquake of 2010 often spoke of it
as the poorest country in the Western hemisphere, but could not explain how it came to be so.
In recent years, the amount of scholarship about the island has increased dramatically.
Whereas once this scholarship was focused on Haiti's political or military leaders, now the
historiography of Haiti features lively debates and different schools of thought. Even as this
body of knowledge has developed, it has been hard for students to grasp its various strands.
Haitian History presents the best of the recent articles on Haitian history, by both Haitian and
foreign scholars, moving from colonial Saint Domingue to the aftermath of the 2010
earthquake. It will be the go-to one-volume introduction to the field of Haitian history, helping to
explain how the promise of the Haitian Revolution dissipated, and presenting the major
debates and questions in the field today.
A new history of post-Revolutionary Haiti, and the society that emerged in the aftermath of the
world's most successful slave revolution Haiti is widely recognized as the only state born out of
a successful slave revolt, but the country's early history remains scarcely understood. In this
deeply researched and original volume, Johnhenry Gonzalez weaves a history of early
independent Haiti focused on crop production, land reform, and the unauthorized rural
settlements devised by former slaves of the colonial plantation system. Analyzing the country's
turbulent transition from the most profitable and exploitative slave colony of the eighteenth
century to a relatively free society of small farmers, Gonzalez narrates the origins of institutions
such as informal open-air marketplaces and rural agrarian compounds known as lakou.
Drawing on seldom studied primary sources to contribute to a growing body of early Haitian
scholarship, he argues that Haiti's legacy of runaway communities and land conflict was as
formative as the Haitian Revolution in developing the country's characteristic agrarian,
mercantile, and religious institutions.
The definitive biography of Napoleon, revealing the true man behind the legend "What a novel
my life has been!" Napoleon once said of himself. Born into a poor family, the callow young
man was, by twenty-six, an army general. Seduced by an older woman, his marriage
transformed him into a galvanizing military commander. The Pope crowned him as Emperor of
the French when he was only thirty-five. Within a few years, he became the effective master of
Europe, his power unparalleled in modern history. His downfall was no less dramatic. The story
of Napoleon has been written many times. In some versions, he is a military genius, in others a
war-obsessed tyrant. Here, historian Adam Zamoyski cuts through the mythology and explains
Napoleon against the background of the European Enlightenment, and what he was himself
seeking to achieve. This most famous of men is also the most hidden of men, and Zamoyski
dives deeper than any previous biographer to find him. Beautifully written, Napoleon brilliantly
sets the man in his European context.
The slave revolution that two hundred years ago created the state of Haiti alarmed and excited
public opinion on both sides of the Atlantic. Its repercussions ranged from the world commodity
markets to the imagination of poets, from the council chambers of the great powers to slave
quarters in Virginia and Brazil and most points in between. Sharing attention with such
tumultuous events as the French Revolution and the Napoleonic War, Haiti's fifteen-year
struggle for racial equality, slave emancipation, and colonial independence challenged notions
about racial hierarchy that were gaining legitimacy in an Atlantic world dominated by
Europeans and the slave trade. The Impact of the Haitian Revolution in the Atlantic World
explores the multifarious influence—from economic to ideological to psychological—that a revolt
on a small Caribbean island had on the continents surrounding it. Fifteen international
scholars, including eminent historians David Brion Davis, Seymour Drescher, and Robin
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Blackburn, explicate such diverse ramifications as the spawning of slave resistance and the
stimulation of slavery's expansion, the opening of economic frontiers, and the formation of
black and white diasporas. They show how the Haitian Revolution embittered contemporary
debates about race and abolition and inspired poetry, plays, and novels. Seeking to
disentangle its effects from those of the French Revolution, they demonstrate that its impact
was ambiguous, complex, and contradictory.

Modernity Disavowed is a pathbreaking study of the cultural, political, and philosophical
significance of the Haitian Revolution (1791–1804). Revealing how the radical
antislavery politics of this seminal event have been suppressed and ignored in historical
and cultural records over the past two hundred years, Sibylle Fischer contends that
revolutionary antislavery and its subsequent disavowal are central to the formation and
understanding of Western modernity. She develops a powerful argument that the denial
of revolutionary antislavery eventually became a crucial ingredient in a range of
hegemonic thought, including Creole nationalism in the Caribbean and G. W. F.
Hegel’s master-slave dialectic. Fischer draws on history, literary scholarship, political
theory, philosophy, and psychoanalytic theory to examine a range of material, including
Haitian political and legal documents and nineteenth-century Cuban and Dominican
literature and art. She demonstrates that at a time when racial taxonomies were
beginning to mutate into scientific racism and racist biology, the Haitian revolutionaries
recognized the question of race as political. Yet, as the cultural records of neighboring
Cuba and the Dominican Republic show, the story of the Haitian Revolution has been
told as one outside politics and beyond human language, as a tale of barbarism and
unspeakable violence. From the time of the revolution onward, the story has been
confined to the margins of history: to rumors, oral histories, and confidential letters.
Fischer maintains that without accounting for revolutionary antislavery and its
subsequent disavowal, Western modernity—including its hierarchy of values,
depoliticization of social goals having to do with racial differences, and privileging of
claims of national sovereignty—cannot be fully understood.
Winner of the 2021 Wolfson History Prize “Black Spartacus is a tour de force: by far the
most complete, authoritative and persuasive biography of Toussaint that we are likely to
have for a long time . . . An extraordinarily gripping read.” —David A. Bell, The Guardian
A new interpretation of the life of the Haitian revolutionary Toussaint Louverture Among
the defining figures of the Age of Revolution, Toussaint Louverture is the most
enigmatic. Though the Haitian revolutionary’s image has multiplied across the
globe—appearing on banknotes and in bronze, on T-shirts and in film—the only definitive
portrait executed in his lifetime has been lost. Well versed in the work of everyone from
Machiavelli to Rousseau, he was nonetheless dismissed by Thomas Jefferson as a
“cannibal.” A Caribbean acolyte of the European Enlightenment, Toussaint nurtured a
class of black Catholic clergymen who became one of the pillars of his rule, while his
supporters also believed he communicated with vodou spirits. And for a leader who
once summed up his modus operandi with the phrase “Say little but do as much as
possible,” he was a prolific and indefatigable correspondent, famous for exhausting the
five secretaries he maintained, simultaneously, at the height of his power in the 1790s.
Employing groundbreaking archival research and a keen interpretive lens, Sudhir
Hazareesingh restores Toussaint to his full complexity in Black Spartacus. At a time
when his subject has, variously, been reduced to little more than a one-dimensional
icon of liberation or criticized for his personal failings—his white mistresses, his early
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ownership of slaves, his authoritarianism —Hazareesingh proposes a new conception of
Toussaint’s understanding of himself and his role in the Atlantic world of the late
eighteenth century. Black Spartacus is a work of both biography and intellectual history,
rich with insights into Toussaint’s fundamental hybridity—his ability to unite European,
African, and Caribbean traditions in the service of his revolutionary aims. Hazareesingh
offers a new and resonant interpretation of Toussaint’s racial politics, showing how he
used Enlightenment ideas to argue for the equal dignity of all human beings while
simultaneously insisting on his own world-historical importance and the universal
pertinence of blackness—a message which chimed particularly powerfully among
African Americans. Ultimately, Black Spartacus offers a vigorous argument in favor of
“getting back to Toussaint”—a call to take Haiti’s founding father seriously on his own
terms, and to honor his role in shaping the postcolonial world to come. Shortlisted for
the Baillie Gifford Prize | Finalist for the PEN / Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for
Biography Named a best book of the year by the The Economist | Times Literary
Supplement | New Statesman
Modern history is haunted by the disasters of the century--world wars, concentration
camps, Hiroshima, and the Holocaust--grief, anger, terror, and loss beyond words, but
still close, still impending. How can we write or think about disaster when by its very
nature it defies speech and compels silence, burns books and shatters meaning? The
Writing of the Disaster reflects upon efforts to abide in disaster's infinite threat. First
published in French in 1980, it takes up the most serious tasks of writing: to describe,
explain, and redeem when possible, and to admit what is not possible. Neither offers
consolation. Maurice Blanchot has been praised on both sides of the Atlantic for his
fiction and criticism. The philosopher Emmanuel Levinas once remarked that Blanchot's
writing is a "language of pure transcendence, without correlative." Literary theorist and
critic Geoffrey Hartman remarked that Blanchot's influence on contemporary writers
"cannot be overestimated."
The events leading to the abolition of slavery in the French colony of Saint-Domingue in
1793, and in France.
A new analysis of the origins of the Haitian Revolution, revealing the consciousness,
solidarity, and resistance that helped it succeed.
Turns to the written record to re-examine the building blocks of a nation Picking up
where most historians conclude, Chelsea Stieber explores the critical internal challenge
to Haiti’s post-independence sovereignty: a civil war between monarchy and republic.
What transpired was a war of swords and of pens, waged in newspapers and
periodicals, in literature, broadsheets, and fliers. In her analysis of Haitian writing that
followed independence, Stieber composes a new literary history of Haiti, that
challenges our interpretations of both freedom struggles and the postcolonial. By
examining internal dissent during the revolution, Stieber reveals that the very concept of
freedom was itself hotly contested in the public sphere, and it was this inherent tension
that became the central battleground for the guerre de plume—the paper war—that vied
to shape public sentiment and the very idea of Haiti. Stieber’s reading of postindependence Haitian writing reveals key insights into the nature of literature, its
relation to freedom and politics, and how fraught and politically loaded the concepts of
“literature” and “civilization” really are. The competing ideas of liberté, writing, and
civilization at work within postcolonial Haiti have consequences for the way we think
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about Haiti’s role—as an idea and a discursive interlocutor—in the elaboration of black
radicalism and black Atlantic, anticolonial, and decolonial thought. In so doing, Stieber
reorders our previously homogeneous view of Haiti, teasing out warring conceptions of
the new nation that continued to play out deep into the twentieth century.
In Slave Revolt on Screen: The Haitian Revolution in Film and Video Games author
Alyssa Goldstein Sepinwall analyzes how films and video games from around the world
have depicted slave revolt, focusing on the Haitian Revolution (1791–1804). This event,
the first successful revolution by enslaved people in modern history, sent shock waves
throughout the Atlantic World. Regardless of its historical significance however, this
revolution has become less well-known—and appears less often on screen—than most
other revolutions; its story, involving enslaved Africans liberating themselves through
violence, does not match the suffering-slaves-waiting-for-a-white-hero genre that
pervades Hollywood treatments of Black history. Despite Hollywood’s near-silence on
this event, some films on the Revolution do exist—from directors in Haiti, the US,
France, and elsewhere. Slave Revolt on Screen offers the first-ever comprehensive
analysis of Haitian Revolution cinema, including completed films and planned projects
that were never made. In addition to studying cinema, this book also breaks ground in
examining video games, a pop-culture form long neglected by historians. Sepinwall
scrutinizes video game depictions of Haitian slave revolt that appear in games like the
Assassin’s Creed series that have reached millions more players than comparable
films. In analyzing films and games on the revolution, Slave Revolt on Screen calls
attention to the ways that economic legacies of slavery and colonialism warp popculture portrayals of the past and leave audiences with distorted understandings.
Winner of the 2019 Stone Book Award, Museum of African American History A
remarkable intellectual history of the slave revolts that made the modern revolutionary
era The Common Wind is a gripping and colorful account of the intercontinental
networks that tied together the free and enslaved masses of the New World. Having
delved deep into the gray obscurity of official eighteenth-century records in Spanish,
English, and French, Julius S. Scott has written a powerful “history from below.” Scott
follows the spread of “rumors of emancipation” and the people behind them, bringing
to life the protagonists in the slave revolution. By tracking the colliding worlds of
buccaneers, military deserters, and maroon communards from Venezuela to Virginia,
Scott records the transmission of contagious mutinies and insurrections in unparalleled
detail, providing readers with an intellectual history of the enslaved. Though The
Common Wind is credited with having “opened up the Black Atlantic with a rigor and a
commitment to the power of written words,” the manuscript remained unpublished for
thirty-two years. Now, after receiving wide acclaim from leading historians of slavery
and the New World, it has been published by Verso for the first time, with a foreword by
the academic and author Marcus Rediker.
The Making of HaitiThe Saint Domingue Revolution from BelowUniv. of Tennessee Press
The haitian revolution is over. Larocquebrune an american born, after hearing so much from
his grandfather, a former slave owner of Saint-Domingue, decides to visit Haiti the first black
republic of the wold in the making. He meets great men, despises others and found out that
Haiti could of become a great nation but who decided otherwise?
Dangerous Neighbors shows how the Haitian Revolution permeated early American print
culture and had a profound impact on the young nation's domestic politics. Focusing on
Philadelphia as both a representative and an influential vantage point, it follows contemporary
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American reactions to the events through which the French colony of Saint Domingue was
destroyed and the independent nation of Haiti emerged. Philadelphians made sense of the
news from Saint Domingue with local and national political developments in mind and with the
French Revolution and British abolition debates ringing in their ears. In witnessing a French
colony experience a revolution of African slaves, they made the colony serve as powerful and
persuasive evidence in domestic discussions over the meaning of citizenship, equality of
rights, and the fate of slavery. Through extensive use of manuscript sources, newspapers, and
printed literature, Dun uncovers the wide range of opinion and debate about events in Saint
Domingue in the early republic. By focusing on both the meanings Americans gave to those
events and the uses they put them to, he reveals a fluid understanding of the American
Revolution and the polity it had produced, one in which various groups were making sense of
their new nation in relation to both its own past and a revolution unfolding before them. Zeroing
in on Philadelphia—a revolutionary center and an enclave of antislavery activity—Dun collapses
the supposed geographic and political boundaries that separated the American republic from
the West Indies and Europe.
By 1791, the French Revolution had spread to Haïti, where slaves and free blacks alike had
begun demanding civil rights guaranteed in the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man. Enter
Romaine-la-Prophétesse, a free black Dominican coffee farmer who dressed in women's
clothes and claimed that the Virgin Mary was his godmother. Inspired by mystical revelations
from the Holy Mother, he amassed a large and volatile following of insurgents who would go on
to sack countless plantations and conquer the coastal cities of Jacmel and Léogâne. For this
brief period, Romaine counted as his political adviser the white French Catholic priest and
physician Abbé Ouvière, a renaissance man of cunning politics who would go on to become a
pioneering figure in early American science and medicine. Brought together by Catholicism
and the turmoil of the revolutionary Atlantic, the priest and the prophetess would come to
symbolize the enlightenment ideals of freedom and a more just social order in the eighteenthcentury Caribbean. Drawing on extensive archival research, Terry Rey offers a major
contribution to our understanding of Catholic mysticism and traditional African religious
practices at the time of the Haitian Revolution and reveals the significant ways in which religion
and race intersected in the turbulence and triumphs of revolutionary France, Haïti, and early
republican America.
It is impossible to understand capitalism without analyzing slavery, an institution that tied
together three world regions: Europe, the Americas, and Africa. The exploitation of slave labor
led to a form of proto-globalization in which violence was indispensable to the production of
wealth. Slavery also gave rise to a culture centered on the maximization of profit, one that
disregarded the exploited slave laborers, who were not considered human beings but turned
into mere things owned by masters who would also own the slaves’ descendants. Against the
background of this expanding circulation of capital and slave labor, the first revolution in Latin
America took place: the Haitian Revolution, which began in 1791 and culminated with Haiti’s
declaration of independence in 1804. In addition to being the first, this revolution was also the
most radical and original, and perhaps for this very reason the most forcefully repressed.
Taking the Haitian Revolution as a paradigmatic case, Grüner shows that modernity is not a
linear evolution from the center to the periphery but rather a co-production developed in the
context of highly unequal power relations where extreme forms of conquest and exploitation
were an essential part of capital accumulation. He also shows that the Haitian Revolution
opened up a path to a different kind of modernity, a ‘counter-modernity,’ a path on which Latin
America and the Caribbean have travelled ever since. A classic work of critical theory from a
Latin American perspective, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of
critical and cultural theory and of Latin American history as well as anyone concerned with the
nature and global impact of capitalism, colonialism and race.
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In 1789 the West Indian colony of San Domingo supplied two-thirds of the overseas trade of
France. The entire structure of what was arguably the most profitable colony in the world
rested on the labour of half a million slaves. In 1791 the waves of unrest inspired by the French
Revolution reached across the Atlantic dividing the loyalties of the white population of the
island. The brutally treated slaves of Saint Domingo seized at this confusion and rose up in
rebellion against masters. In thisclassic work, CLR James chronicles the only successful slave
revolt in history and provides a critical portrait of their leader, Toussaint L'Ouverture, 'one of the
most remarkable men of a period rich in remarkable men'.
The only truly successful slave uprising in the Atlantic world, the Haitian Revolution gave birth
to the first independent black republic of the modern era. Inspired by the revolution that had
recently roiled their French rulers, black slaves and people of mixed race alike rose up against
their oppressors in a bloody insurrection that led to the burning of the colony’s largest city, a
bitter struggle against Napoleon’s troops, and in 1804, the founding of a free nation.
Numerous firsthand narratives of these events survived, but their invaluable insights into the
period have long languished in obscurity—until now. In Facing Racial Revolution, Jeremy D.
Popkin unearths these documents and presents excerpts from more than a dozen accounts
written by white colonists trying to come to grips with a world that had suddenly disintegrated.
These dramatic writings give us our most direct portrayal of the actions of the revolutionaries,
vividly depicting encounters with the uprising’s leaders—Toussaint Louverture, Boukman, and
Jean-Jacques Dessalines—as well as putting faces on many of the anonymous participants in
this epochal moment. Popkin’s expert commentary on each selection provides the necessary
background about the authors and the incidents they describe, while also addressing the
complex question of the witnesses’ reliability and urging the reader to consider the
implications of the narrators’ perspectives. Along with the American and French revolutions,
the birth of Haiti helped shape the modern world. The powerful, moving, and sometimes
troubling testimonies collected in Facing Racial Revolution significantly expand our
understanding of this momentous event.
"The Haitian Revolution of 1791-1804 was the only slave rebellion in which slaves and former
slaves succeeded in ending slavery and establishing an independent state, making it perhaps
the most radical revolution of the modern world. Yet on the Spanish island of Cuba, barely fifty
miles away, the events in Haiti helped usher in the antithesis of revolutionary emancipation.
There, planters and authorities saw the devastation of their neighboring colony and rushed to
prevent the same events from happening in Cuba by buttressing the institutions of slavery and
colonial rule. Freedom's Mirror follows the reverberations of the Haitian Revolution in Cuba,
where the violent entrenchment of slavery occurred at the very moment that the Haitian
Revolution provided a powerful and proximate example of slaves destroying slavery. By linking
two stories--the story of the Haitian Revolution and that of the rise of Cuban slave society--that
are usually told separately, Ada Ferrer sheds fresh light on both of these crucial moments in
Caribbean and Atlantic history"--Provided by publisher.

This important book provides a critical reinterpretation of the Haitian Revolution and its
aftermath. Alex Dupuy evaluates the French colonial context of Saint-Domingue and
then Haiti, the achievements and limitations of the revolution, and the divisions in the
Haitian ruling class that blocked meaningful economic and political development.
How was the character of science shaped by the colonial experience? In turn, how
might we make sense of how science contributed to colonialism? Saint Domingue (now
Haiti) was the world’s richest colony in the eighteenth century and home to an active
society of science—one of only three in the world, at that time. In this deeply researched
and pathbreaking study of the colony, James E. McClellan III first raised his incisive
questions about the relationship between science and society that historians of the
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colonial experience are still grappling with today. Long considered rare, the book is now
back in print in an English-language edition, accompanied by a new foreword by Vertus
Saint-Louis, a native of Haiti and a widely-acknowledged expert on colonialism.
Frequently cited as the crucial starting point in understanding the Haitian revolution,
Colonialism and Science will be welcomed by students and scholars alike. “By deftly
weaving together imperialism and science in the story of French colonialism,
[McClellan] . . . brings to light the history of an almost forgotten colony.”—Journal of
Modern History “McClellan has produced an impressive case study offering excellent
surveys of Saint Domingue’s colonial history and its history of science.”—Isis
G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- Z
The New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits and A Long Petal of
the Sea tells the story of one unforgettable woman—a slave and concubine determined
to take control of her own destiny—in this sweeping historical novel that moves from the
sugar plantations of Saint-Domingue to the lavish parlors of New Orleans at the turn of
the 19th century “Allende is a master storyteller at the peak of her powers.”—Los
Angeles Times The daughter of an African mother she never knew and a white sailor,
Zarité—known as Tété—was born a slave on the island of Saint-Domingue. Growing up
amid brutality and fear, Tété found solace in the traditional rhythms of African drums
and the mysteries of voodoo. Her life changes when twenty-year-old Toulouse
Valmorain arrives on the island in 1770 to run his father’s plantation, Saint Lazare.
Overwhelmed by the challenges of his responsibilities and trapped in a painful
marriage, Valmorain turns to his teenaged slave Tété, who becomes his most important
confidant. The indelible bond they share will connect them across four tumultuous
decades and ultimately define their lives.
Introduction. The colonial Cul de Sac -- Province and colony -- Production and
investment -- Humanity and interest -- War and profit -- Husband and wife -- Revolution
and cultivation -- Evacuation and indemnity -- Epilogue
George W. Bush and Al Gore were by no means the first presidential hopefuls to find
themselves embroiled in a hotly contested electoral impasse. Two hundred years
earlier, Thomas Jefferson and John Adams endured arguably the most controversial
and consequential election in American history. Focusing on the wide range of possible
outcomes of the 1800-1801 melee, this collection of essays situates the American
"Revolution of 1800" in a broad context of geo-political and racial developments in the
Atlantic world as a whole. In essays written expressly for this volume, leading historians
of the period examine the electoral, social, and political outcome of Jefferson's election
in discussions strikingly relevant in the aftermath of the 2000 election. Contributors
Joyce Appleby, University of California, Los AngelesMichael Bellesiles, Emory
UniversityJeanne Boydston, University of WisconsinSeth Cotlar, Willamette
UniversityGregory Evans Dowd, University of Notre DameLaurent Dubois, Michigan
State UniversityDouglas R. Egerton, Le Moyne College, SyracuseJoanne Freeman,
Yale UniversityJames E. Lewis Jr., independent scholar Robert M. S. McDonald, United
States Military Academy, West PointJames Oakes, City University of New York
Graduate CenterJeffrey Pasley, University of Missouri, ColumbiaJack N. Rakove,
Stanford UniversityBethel Saler, Haverford CollegeJames Sidbury, University of
TexasAlan Taylor, University of California, Davis
A Practical Guide to Creating and Sustaining a Culture of Disciple-Making in Any
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Church Over the last few decades American churches have produced plenty of
converts but not as many mature believers. Studies show the majority of Christians
don’t even understand the basics of faith. But how do you tackle such a big problem?
Replicate shows church leaders how to make disciples who make disciples and get the
rest of your church on board as well. This one-on-one relational ministry is how Jesus
laid the foundation for His church that is still growing today, and it’s how we continue
the work in our own local congregations. Learn the five marks of a healthy disciplemaking church, how to influence culture, uproot misconceptions of the church and the
gospel, and change your church and community. No more focusing on mere numbers,
it’s time to grow in maturity and through multiplication.
"A landmark collection of documents by the field's leading scholar. This reader includes
beautifully written introductions and a fascinating array of never-before-published
primary documents. These treasures from the archives offer a new picture of colonial
Saint-Domingue and the Haitian Revolution. The translations are lively and colorful."
--Alyssa Sepinwall, California State University San Marcos
New scholarship on one of the most consequential events in the history of slavery in the
Atlantic world
"The present work is an attempt to illustrate the nature and the impact of the popular mentality
and popular movements on the course of revolutionary (and, in part, postrevolutionary) events
in eighteenth-century Saint-Domingue." --pref.
The definitive biography of the Haitian revolutionary Toussaint Louverture, leader of the only
successful slave revolt in world history
Women and Slavery in the French Antilles, 1635–1848 Bernard Moitt Examines the reaction of
black women to slavery. In Women and Slavery in the French Antilles, 1635–1848, Bernard
Moitt argues that gender had a profound effect on the slave plantation system in the French
Antilles. He details and analyzes the social condition of enslaved black women in the plantation
societies of Martinique, Guadeloupe, Saint-Domingue (now Haiti), and French Guiana from
1635 to the abolition of slavery in the French colonial empire in 1848. Moitt examines the lives
of black women in bondage, evaluates the impact that the slave experience had on them, and
assesses the ways in which women reacted to and coped with slavery in the French Caribbean
for over two centuries. As males outnumbered females for most of the slavery period and
monopolized virtually all of the specialized tasks, the disregard for gender in task allocation
meant that females did proportionately more hard labor than did males. In addition to hard
work in the fields, women were engaged in gender-specific labor and performed a host of other
tasks. Women resisted slavery in the same ways that men did, as well as in ways that gender
and allocation of tasks made possible. Moitt casts slave women in dynamic roles previously
ignored by historians, thus bringing them out of the shadows of the plantation world into full
view, where they belong. Bernard Moitt is Assistant Professor in the History Department at
Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond. Previously, he taught at the University of
Toronto and at Utica College of Syracuse University. Educated in Antigua (where he was
born), Canada, and the United States, he has written on aspects of francophone African and
Caribbean history, with particular emphasis on gender and slavery. Blacks in the
Diaspora—Darlene Clark Hine, John McCluskey, Jr., David Barry Gaspar, general editors June
2001 256 pages, 6 1/8 x 9 1/4, index, append. cloth 0-253-33913-8 $44.95 L / £34.00 paper
0-253-21452-1 $19.95 s / 15.50
Few financial crises, historically speaking, have attracted such attention as the Mississippi and
South Sea Bubbles of 1719–20. The twin bubbles had major economic and political
implications, sending shock waves through the whole of Europe; they astonished
contemporaries, and, to a large extent, they still resonate today. This volume offers new
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readings of these events, drawing on fresh research and new evidence that challenge
traditional interpretations. The chapters engage, in particular, with: the geographical frame of
the 1719-20 bubbles their social, cultural, economic and political impact the ways in which
contemporaries understood speculation the contributions and impact of a diverse array of
participants popular and print memorialization of the events Overall, the volume helps to
rewrite the history of the 1719–20 bubbles and to recontextualize their place within eighteenthcentury history.
Laurent Dubois weaves the stories of slaves, free people of African descent, wealthy whites
and French administrators into an unforgettable tale of insurrection, war, heroism and victory.
Encountering Revolution looks afresh at the profound impact of the Haitian Revolution on the
early United States. The first book on the subject in more than two decades, it redefines our
understanding of the relationship between republicanism and slavery at a foundational moment
in American history. For postrevolutionary Americans, the Haitian uprising laid bare the
contradiction between democratic principles and the practice of slavery. For thirteen years,
between 1791 and 1804, slaves and free people of color in Saint-Domingue battled for equal
rights in the manner of the French Revolution. As white and mixed-race refugees escaped to
the safety of U.S. cities, Americans were forced to confront the paradox of being a
slaveholding republic, recognizing their own possible destiny in the predicament of the Haitian
slaveholders. Historian Ashli White examines the ways Americans—black and white, northern
and southern, Federalist and Democratic Republican, pro- and antislavery—pondered the
implications of the Haitian Revolution. Encountering Revolution convincingly situates the
formation of the United States in a broader Atlantic context. It shows how the very presence of
Saint-Dominguan refugees stirred in Americans as many questions about themselves as about
the future of slaveholding, stimulating some of the earliest debates about nationalism in the
early republic.
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